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THE ETHERIC PARADIGM

PREFACE

The calm before the storm...
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THE CORRUPTION OF THEORIES
Where there is humans, there is the humans believes. By far the creature, from the
evolutionary Earth lined, the most intelligent, but the less evolved, man has shown his mental
inferiority throughout its history that dates back over 5000 years of peace and love. It is punch
behind it all started, subsequently, an innumerable succession of knowledge, some call it weapons,
swept the blue planet. This is a final evolutionary triumph, I added, the absolute individualizing weapon
:( (See galactic conquest and post-modern weapons)
But, what could have happened?
Man, having a common ancestor with the gorilla, probably appeared in Africa. Far from me the
idea to write a book on paleontology, but only to use the research on the origins of man, as a preamble
to this. The Earth is a vast planet, and the monkey has spread slowly on its surface. Becoming more
and more Human, primates evolved on their respective conquest of territories. Given the territorial
vastness of our world, they fled and fought bitterly. The different human races were created by
technological inability to move enough to homogenize the species.
It was around the age of Alexander the Great, the Earth took a small first shot. The conqueror
went to India and returned conquer Egypt. Since that time, where there was the phalanx, it became
increasingly smaller until the first world war and the second. Maximum of ridicule, it could now be
controlled in space requested for positioning a desktop.
So it was different political regimes, neighbor dominating art, for good or bad, all located
between madness and ultimate madness. While thinking beings, philosophers, perhaps, have sacrificed
their lives to end this way. It was very little, as was to be born after the coming of fascism, the
inferiority bipolarity, for our species, the world of the atomic age. But, ultimately we don't know
nothing about what is going to be the era of the spice age... But it begun with the rise of the
international terrorism, and a trumpet was given to me :)
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THE COMMUNISM
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THE BIRTH
I begin this chapter with an important notion: I know almost nothing
But sometimes it is requested to attempt explanations for urgent problems, without having all
the prerequisites needed for absolute understanding.

Here one can see an image of Victor d'Hupay, which would be the first to use the common term
for a set of goods available to a community. Wikipedia:
It thereby seeks to put into practice the values advanced by the philosophers of the Enlightenment
who preceded and promotes economic and sharing material goods, services and wealth among
neighbors within a "common" (community property) to better distribute.
It is certain that Victor is not a dominant figure in the modern socialist movement, but still, he
found a place in my work :)
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Definition of communism (Wikipedia 2017):
In its original sense, communism is a form of social organization without classes, without State
and without money, where material goods would be shared. In the nineteenth century, the word
"communism" enters the vocabulary of socialism. It relates in particular to the work of Karl Marx and
Friedrich Engels - who return to their accounts in 1848 in the Communist Manifesto - and, by
extension, to the Marxist school of thought that advocates the end of capitalism via collectivization
means of production. In 1917, the Bolsheviks, led by Lenin seized power in Russia in the October
Revolution. This event drastically changes the meaning of communism: it now means an international
political movement born from a split of socialism, which is recognized in the revolutionary current
embodied by the Bolsheviks in the interpretation of Marxism by Lenin. Communism is now as the true
political expression of the labor movement at the expense of social democracy which it is derived. In
this sense, communism is one of the most important phenomena of the twentieth century, which has
been called "the century of communism" as this ideology is taking a leading role.
Communism can not be defined as being punctual, but rather as an event succession that led to
the establishment of regimes that advocates now or advocated:
Key political leaders (except Lenin that sits on my cover)
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THE MUTATION
Of the concept, which will be addressed later, mentality imperfection of the Human, it is highly
probable and even now observed that the theoretical communism is not possible at the moment and
necessarily lead to a degrading mutation. Mutation that could be described as follows:
•

Acute superlative hypocrisy, at all levels

•

Cancellation of individual efforts of the most productive citizens, by the ignorant

•

Due to these facts: establishment of a political police

•

subsequent mutation of the political police to a thought police with technological advanced

•

Destruction of the political system by a collective suicide of individuals

•

Replacing communism system by, for a certain period, semi or fully totalitarian regime

So it does not come to mind, how to make possible this fact, which is nevertheless superior to
feudalism or its logical successor, bad exploitation capitalism.
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CAPITALISM
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CHANGES
Capitalism is the result of the evolution of feudal system, so of royalty. Here is a fine example
of a soldier of the evolutionary ancestor of capitalism:

Wikipedia definition:
Capitalism means the market economy from the perspective of the role of capitalists,
entrepreneurs and investors, and the amount of their investment in the production of goods and
services. The market economy means all economic systems that are born of private property, free
trade in markets and free competition. The principles of freedom are promoted by movements of
thought of liberalism.
The company's production of goods and services creates value added as the difference between
sales and purchases. The added value allows to pay wages and expenses and to pay investors if they
remain a benefit called "profit." The profit will be higher or lower depending on the type of business,
stage of development, commercial success and the selling price fixed by the law of supply and demand.
The investment is risky, so the capitalist expects a "return on investment commensurate with the
risk."
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Capitalism is the most diverse forms between the two proposed systems. It exists in several
versions, whose main leaders are:
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LYSIS
Wikipedia definition:
Lysis is the disintegration of the membrane of a biological cell by physical, chemical or biological,
killing the cell.
In the case of capitalism, lysis occurred within cell by biological agents derived from its own
genome and produced in quantities:

•

Individual classified as inferior, in terms of being and appearance

•

Institutionalization of individual decommissioning

•

Birth of the individual and then collective anarchy

•

Creating a state police, with anti-revolutionary objectives

•

Mutation of the state police to a thought police by technological advances

•

Destruction of the political system by a collective suicide of individuals

•

Replacing capitalism system by, for a certain period, semi or fully totalitarian regime

I am self-stunned.
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FIRST REWRITING

We are not far from the galactic confederation, but first we need to learn how to walk …
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THE INNATE AND ACQUIRED
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INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE HEREDITY
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An individual inherits the recipe of our genome of his parents, with individual and collective
characters. The dosage of the ingredients of this recipe, which consist among other proteins, is
transmitted to us by our mother, through the RNA-P system (see General Biology). Certainly Humans
usually have two eyes and the color of them is individual, for rational beings at least :)
Regardless, it is generally accepted that the individual Human has characteristics of its own.
Certainly the concept bothers some people, I understand why. But the notion of individuality, should
not take precedence over an excessive collectivization. The political and economic system should aim
regulating interactions between citizens. Citizens who are all unique, in terms of being and appearance.

•

Being: By far the most fundamental concept, is necessarily influenced by our genome, but even
more through education that will be addressed in the next section. Concept that is influenced
by our collective and our free will, and that such a sum integration of knowledge over time.

•

The look: By far the least significant concept, however, is of paramount importance in the
earlier development of our evolutionary lined. The ultimate evolution is to abolish our concept of
materialism, that will be discussed later.

In summary, being is eternal while the look is mortal. That said, without the religious notion of
the concept, but can be interpreted as such, under a unifying perspective, apparently ...
Immortality techniques from the science of man, is treated in another work (galactic conquest
and post modern weaponry), and remains for now a purely theoretical fact, because, as I am, I think
that what I see (almost).
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THE DOGMA OF EDUCATION
We can't build a world on technologies of the past. We need the best right now ...
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Needless to mention, the supreme importance of education. All have the right to education. Of
utmost importance, since everything, depends on it. There are innate characteristics of a person and
those she subsequently acquired by the court of its existence. As part of a well orchestrated society,
system voluntary will receive a completely free and accessible education. The others will have to
provide in addition to their work, all that will be necessary for the education of their children, less
the weighted average cost of the acceptable system.
So to achieve cost "not much", technology is required. The total computerization is required to
get there. The various types of devices, classified according to their respective costs, will be used
with care. There is no point using a "desktop" with three graphics cards at US $ 6,000 each to read a
biblical drama in the late evening. The productivity of the company, so the competitive advantage it
has on others, so by extension, the relative wealth of its citizens is directly linked by this principle.
Anyway, in the world I live in, it will come by force and the nature of things ...
In a universal concern, the material in the study should be in the beginning of his teaching, the
more general possible. Subsequently, some specialization will settle, and finally the most accurate
knowledge that is for the exercise of a function in the company will be required and not one bit more.
It is clear that some social positions demand the sum of a multitude of other functions, and this will
also be required. In the case of an elective position, if there is still sufficient to manage the rules,
academic results can be requested.
It is possible, for obvious reasons of justice, to require a monetary or temporal law, as part of
an examination or other substance, for example, to prevent the resale of free pencils, it may be
necessary to pay for them :)
So, just like in the book the conquest of Mars, it would be enough of a bank of carefully
classified subjects, for the evaluation of learning that will be made on an individual basis. At their own
pace, until the right to vote, at least I hope. For I believe that the right to vote must be subject to a
minimum level of knowledge. I emphasize minimum, because it is only a matter of principle that should
not be interpreted as a "gentrification" of society. Knowing how to write his name and a slightly
interpreted simply written text, such as a fable of “La fontaine” should be a minimum level for the
right to vote on this without playing that some disabled people can't write with their hand :)

If I may, talking about something that I know, physics. It is unthinkable to believe in the
capacity assessment of an individual to add to what is, by memorizing concepts and a favorable
response to computerized tests of answers choice. But we must accept the limitations from individual
reasoning which are necessarily different from each other and that usually lead to a selection of
different candidates. So the base is easily assessable, but there will always be a balance for minds
that “resonate” like ours :)
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Last but not least, education should be permanent: It is not possible to be in a privileged
position, without possessing all the skills. Exams, weekly (the why of the how of the chapter
illustration...)
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BARTER OF JUSTICE

In the beginning, there was barter. Far from enough for the enslavement of peoples, it was
replaced by the standardized economic butt that was the sestertius. Today we have our own selfcontrol system, highly computerized, or even with a half-human intelligence :)
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MULTI CELLULAR INTERFACE

The notion of national independence is a long time, I do not think I need to update it. Every
nation has the right to trade, as it wishes, with whomever wanted :)
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Trade between the states, will never taste of slavery as was the case during the evolution of
the species, since the emergence of mass trade. Slavery of individuals is a "sin", but there is nothing
versus that of entire civilizations. The working less as a nation and to use economic tricks such as
setting interest rates on the debts of others, could lead us to unprecedented political destabilization.
And it always will be, how to establish an elected structure that would set no national favoritism rates.
In the current conditions, some countries are faced with a boundless persecution. I can only suggest
that a system without international loans, donations only (however one might expect a return of the
elevator, nothing will be able to require) as how to properly assess inflation or currency devaluation, all
free so who wants to try, but do not requested military support, or economic sanctions to make you
pay back :(
Does the current system, says to all that the best solution is to borrow excessively until the
major world powers are also bankrupt. If this is the case, the setting of interest rates is even more
important. There is no point to an advanced actuarial calculation to understand that it is wrong to do
so with his friends. If it is rather that the world powers will never go bankrupt because they would
possess a too large competitive advantage, and for eternity sucking small nations with their debts by
their own membership to so-called dominant systems. That would just operating colonialism as it was
on Earth for centuries.
So the international barter would be the best possible solutions. Whatever the use of numbers
or numbers concepts, each trade should be endorsed by block to not shake some of the importing
country's economy (or "exploiter"). And thus justify the delisting of debts under a one-way system,
for ever.
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INTRA CELLULAR MECHANISMS

As a constituent cell of a complex organism, every people has the duty to manage its own
economic mechanisms.
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First, the modern economy should be based on automation and robotics, so knowledge. The
reason is simple, man is lazy, this may be a fault or be transformed into quality. This is the first
function of any system, to transcend the potential defects of its citizens to positive power for the
cause of society.
In order to not have to trample the face of every person, and this for eternity, favorable
conditions should be offered to the most productive workers. But the less efficient worker should not
feel aggrieved beyond measure by the smaller nest egg that he would succeed in obtaining, despite
considerable efforts he would consent to his job. Social justice goes both ways, a more productive
person might feel aggrieved by the lack of economic resources available to him, to compensate for an
increased productivity.
The nontransferable goods: I believe that the savings gained during his life, can not be
transferred to another upon his death. For no one can escape the collective duty that is work. The
principle is the same when the individual is alive, but there are exceptions:

•

Non-recurring assistance to a close

•

Help recurrent or not, as part of the survival of a people struggling

Everything is very difficult to administer, the mathematical history would be of great help.
Thanks to the principle that follows, the amounts of aid will be minimal in any way.
The non-transfer-ability of capital: As described in the introduction, amounts, often huge, that
requires the creation and the survival and development of a company can not be diverted for personal
use. The salaries of members of the board will depend on the level of education they have. The board
must not be used to divert funds by personal favoritism policy ...
The exponential possessive tax: I propose the creation of this new type of perception, to
regulate the peanut butter eaters who would use their accumulation of money for unauthorized
purposes. In this system, the salary is a reward such allowances we receive from our parents to meet
our personal needs. So this tax measure would impose the payment of a tax on all personal wealth of
the individual. Here are several curves and the tax percentage given by a heritage from one million to
3.5 million, with a coefficient located between 1-3.5 in the case of this range (one case among many
others):
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Capitalization: Market and other, so-called non-traditional ways, such as online raising funds, will
be in order to capitalize a new company and refinance existing ones. The very foundation of the stock
exchange will be modified slightly, to avoid speculation and outrageous dividend gains. The shareholder
does not own the company's capital, but only the votes. As another way to spend money, but in order
to influence society. Also, to reward good company at the expense of poor one, dividends may be paid,
but must be consistent with the average income of domestic workers. Anyway, The Possessive
Exponential Tax, come for those who have managed to cheat the system. In addition, each monetary
unit invested by a citizen will be weighted by a multiplying factor provided by its academic
achievements and funded by the government, itself may apply a correction factor by industry and all in
real time. For example, a new government with different priorities of his predecessor, wants to
modernize the diamond mining sector:
Each citizen dollars, weighted with an economic doctoral of 1000X value, the government with
this priority as absolute, reduces all daily investment to 0.001X and the area referred to 2X. All for
the following values of 0-100 million dollars government interval. These figures are exaggerated, but
explain the interesting levers of the system. A minimum knowledge of computer programming is
required to run this system :). Some values may be set in the laws and even at constitutional level. The
citizen could have a factor of 0 or more, as a base, and having to grow economically to increase. The
relative factor between the individual and government coefficients could be fixed politically in an
election or other ... So all possible levers being determined, proceed to the next point.
Import Regulation: It's easy to say we need to barter and do not exceed certain limits deficit
with other countries. But how? We must impose duties on imports, but only from certain limits of
monetary volume, and in real time.
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So it would be possible to create a market based on mathematical equations that give, using a
web interface, the tax rates on specific products importable. It would suffice to buy at the
appropriate time, depending on the rate, what we need out of the country. The government could set
by election or decree equations strictly speaking. It might even be negative rates, if exports are going
well. The amounts accumulated, may need to be invested in so-called negative rates or stimulation of
exports, less perhaps management fees ;)
It is certain that these equations could take various forms, and could include settings for
various industries. In a possible crisis in import-export, a government could give an advantage to some
industrial sectors and partially or completely restrict imports of coffee with exorbitant rates, for
example.
In order to limit government atrocities, there might be fixed by law or elections, option
packages for the various grouping importable goods and services. This means that the people could
more easily follow the court things if the levels of certain elements were combined.
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JUSTICE IN ITSELF

What add to that?
What else but the abolition of the need for a justice system, the final evolution of our citizens
to perfection :)
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REACTION
The justice of reaction, is the one we know today. Criminals commit crimes, are caught
sometimes, and are punished. The purpose of the punishment is certainly related to the concept of
revenge, but in addition it induces, among other citizens witnessed this action, fear and perhaps an
educational purpose. I hope that being said educational, is not widespread at all because it is far more
advantageous not to ignore the law. So our justice system is only a reflection of our failure, because
revenge and fear does nothing for anyone. It is rather animal to think so.
But it is certain that without this "prehistoric" justice system , things would quickly become
unsustainable. Let's go a theoretical case study:
Small miserable pedophile:
•

The fact is being pedophile is degrading, but to commit pedophile acts ...

•

Being disease, which seems incurable

Criminal action:
•

Perform a cancer screening test of the prostate, on a teenager who has no symptoms.

•

Subsequently deny the facts

•

Finally, say that he asked

Criminal History:
•

No

Recurrence known:
•

No, with relating to pedophilia
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This typical case that reproduces at the speed of light, is only the tip of the iceberg. What to do in
such cases?
I. In the current system, punishment is almost unbearable:
1. Admit that one is a miserable pedophile
2. Prison, where they will be attacked in turn
3. definitive social exclusion, except by members of religious communities
4. Poverty and misery until his death
II. In the case of a conviction, recidivism is almost assured: The guilty suffering mostly from
delusions of persecution, real or fictional, that leads them to apply the same type of revenge
than justice.
III. In the current system, it is almost impossible to prove an isolated act of this nature
1. It is almost desirable so be it, blood feuds could significantly undermine the interests of
justice
2. Justice must remain impartial nature and without failure: Nobody will work for a system
where there is injustice
3. The opposite is true, the sum of the individuals suffered with not punished pedophile acts,
can tip the balance towards a system where there would be one innocent man to prison
rather than 10 guilty persons go free
Let me be transformed into gorilla :)
Or...
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ANTICIPATION
I obviously chose the typical insoluble cases, but let's see what we can do.
I. Nanotechnology advanced robotics, see the book Galactic Conquest and post-modern weapons
chapter immortality. In the order of feasibility:
1. Mathematics History: The new capacity, not to deceive themselves
2. Immortality: The new capacity, diagnose well (without problems)
3. Immortality: The new capacity, repair (often affect the cognitive functions)
II. Based on the new technology:
1. Early detection of the final deviance
2. Non-statistical case studies, but based on all data (all the data? Julius Caesar)
3. Transfers resources to problem cases: Do not see such atrocities again
Let me be reprocessed into orangutan again :)
But what are the implications of such a system? They are many, and I can not address all:
I.

Top priority: do not see my neighbor have sex with my wife

II. Do not be stopped by a system where I would be less than another, and all believe it is a fact
that I am a pedophile
III.To think, without this being "mathematically" written
IV. Having access to past data of suspected pedophiles
V. Since the previous judgments, if there any, judgment of the facts as they have occurred in the
unique event ...
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CENTRAL DECENTRALIZATION
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FROM THE DOGMA TO THE SCIENCE

Education may lead us one day to this strange phenomenon, the ethereal and immortal.
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Education is nothing if it is not implemented. The way that men found to extract the potential
from the basic material that is the citizen is political science. I'm not a great political scientist, but I
have a good basis in natural science. Let's do a test:

•

Every citizen is equal to others at the time of his birth

•

He will remain equal under law throughout his life

•

The political system must exploit the citizen in the absolute interest of it

•

The final and absolute utopia, involves the dissolution of any political system

•

This utopia will be realized only when we will be equal to others throughout our lives

•

A great achievement would be that even without absolute equality, we would perform in the
common interest, the maximum that we can do.
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SEAT SYSTEM OF NEURONAL NETWORK

The organization of a government is a very personal thing. There are no absolute values.
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DECIMAL ORGANIZATION
Human Being, in our era, normally has ten fingers. That is why there are ten digits constituting
our numbers. So why not this, for now:
Galaxy
I.

People Contact (An appointed among Ten)

II. Ethereal weapons restrict committee (Ten, initially Terran appointed by national powers at the
time of the passage of the atomic age to that of spices, impossible to have absolute control on
them, not to my knowledge, it is the way Human is)
Management of galactic development and settlement route.

Planet
III.Upper House (hundred, elected by the lower house)
IV. Lower House (thousand, elected by the national government in proportion to the standardized
GDP)
Managing global resources, therefore the development of the combined fleet.
Nation
V.

National government

VI. Citizen of the Galaxy
Management of national resources, so the money available to the global fleet.
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THE DYNAMIC TRASH SEPARATOR
The technology has evolved, and the tools that we use to manage our own inefficient political
system must evolve too. Trash has always been, in every system, and will continue to be produced.
With the arrival of the ethereal weapons, few military trash asset could lead to a failure in the
system, and give rise to an aberration that will overcome the power of truth and justice :)
First consideration, if you are living in a democracy, you want the army, that can with those
weapons defeated any enemy, having to obey to the elected government :()
Raw material that are army regular officers, must be put together to be analyzed, if you want
to build something great, you need some expurgation :(
Basics tests:
I. The basis of the numbering system, only 1/3 of the regular officer will pass that :)
II. The basis of understanding an average complexity text, like this one, you just waste an other
third :)
III.If someone left, you can apply some more specific tests :()
The above the average Joe test:
I. Let's consider knowing the name of the current leader, and the army staff chief.
II. Let's consider knowing is own rank (regular officer).
III.Let's consider knowing that he don't know nothing about the truth.
The test that almost never happen:
I. Not being suicidal or stupid
II. Not being refractory to the real sciences
III.Not being coward
The test that never happen:
I. Won't try to overcome the power when the leader fall asleep
II. Don't try this test, as it has been said: it never happen :)
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